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Microwave-assisted extraction of the gallic acid biomarker from Acacia arabica bark
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ABSTRACT
An efficient and fast microwave-assisted extraction (MAE) technique was developed for extracting gallic acid as an
indicative biomarker for the quality control of Acacia arabica bark. The MAE technique was optimized and
compared with other conventional extraction techniques. The optimal conditions of MAE were 20% methanol as
solvent, solid/liquid ratio 1:40 (g/mL), irradiation power 20% and two extraction cycles, 5 min each. The proposed
extraction technique produced a maximum yield of 10.59 (mg/g) gallic acid in 10 min, which was 1.03 and 1.15
times more efficient than 6 h of heat reflux and 24 h of maceration extraction, respectively. This high yield, along
with saving of time, energy, and solvent would position MAE as a valuable and cost-effective technology suitable
for today's highly competitive industries, with growing demand for increased productivity, improved efficiency, and
reduced cycle time. Moreover, a new high-performance liquid chromatography method was developed and validated
for the determination of gallic acid in Acacia arabica bark extract. The method was found to be rapid, sensitive,
accurate, precise, and robust. The method showed good linearity over concentration range 1-100 (µg/mL) with LOD
16.08 (ng/mL) and LOQ 48.73 (ng/mL). The average recovery obtained using standard addition technique was
100.36% with a low value of RSD% (1.19%) indicating the accuracy of the proposed method for determination of
gallic acid in Acacia arabica bark extract.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Acacia nilotica (L.) Delile syn. Acacia
arabica (Lam.) Willd is a tree from family
Fabaceae. It is commonly known as Egyptian
acacia, gum Arabic tree, thorny acacia, and babul.
This multipurpose tree which is native to Africa,
the Middle East and India have been widely used
for the treatment of various diseases. Different
parts of this plant including bark, gum, roots,
leaves, flowers, fruits and pods were reported to

have anti-diabetic, anti-pyretic, anti-asthmatic,
anti-carcinogenic, anti-bacterial, anti-fungal,
antiplasmodial,
antihypertensive,
antispasmodic, antioxidant, anti-Alzheimer’s and
gastroprotective activities. It is also reported to
have inhibitory activity against Hepatitis C virus
(HCV), and human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) [1].
Several reports focused on therapeutic
activities of gallic acid as natural polyphenol
having hypoglycemic, hypocholesterolemic [2],
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anti-oxidant
[3],
anti-tumor
[4],
antiinflammatory [5], anti melanogenic [6], antibacterial [7], anti-viral [8], neuroprotective [9]
and cardioprotective [10] activities.
For both the qualitative and quantitative
analysis of medicinal plants, extraction is
considered a vital step to obtain the desired
chemical constituents that are subjected to further
separation and characterization [11].
Medical plants are complex matrices. Each
plant may contain up to several thousand
secondary metabolites. Consequently, the
development of modern extraction techniques
with high and rapid performance has become a
vital necessity [12]. The conventional extraction
techniques, such as Soxhlet extraction (SE), heat
reflux extraction (HRE) and maceration
extraction (ME) need long extraction time. This
would decrease the number of processed samples
and increase the risk of thermal degradation of
plant components [13]. Moreover, the large
volumes of extraction solvents used in these
techniques require successive evaporation in
order to concentrate the extract [14, 15]. Hence,
these conventional techniques are considered the
time and solvent consuming. Therefore, modern
extraction techniques that provide various
advantages over conventional ones ensure highquality herbal products.
Microwave-assisted extraction (MAE) is
considered a potential alternative to conventional
extraction techniques as it provides many
advantages such as higher extraction yield,
shorter
extraction
time,
lower
solvent
consumption and cost [16]. Several applications
of MAE have appeared in the literature in
different fields, including the extraction of
phytoconstituents from herbal extracts [17-19],
drugs from biological fluids [20] and pollutants
from environmental and food samples [21].
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MAE of gallic acid from Acacia arabica bark has
not been reported in the literature before. The
objective of the present study was the
optimization of the parameters affecting the MAE
efficiency of gallic acid from Acacia arabica
bark. The extraction efficiency of MAE was
compared
with
conventional
extraction
techniques. The other objective was to develop a
simple, rapid, and selective HPLC method for
determination of gallic acid in Acacia arabica
bark extract.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Instruments
MAE was performed in a household
microwave oven (Campomatic, KOR22A1,
China) that was modified in our laboratory with
the addition of a water condenser [22]. The
microwave equipped with a magnetron of 2450
MHz with a nominal maximum power of 700 W,
a reflux unit, 5 power levels, and a timing
controller.
HPLC analysis was conducted on an Agilent
1200 series HPLC system (Agilent, San Jose,
CA, USA) equipped with a quaternary pump, an
on-line solvent vacuum degasser, an autosampler
with a 20 μL injection loop and a diode array
detector. An Agilent Zorbax Eclipse XBD RP
C18 column (150 mm × 4.6 mm I.D., 5 μm) fitted
with an Alltech C18 guard column
(8 mm × 4.6 mm I.D., 5 μm) was used.
Instrumental control and data acquisition were
operated by ChemStation software (Rev. B. 04.
01, Agilent Technologies).
2.2. Chemicals and plant material
Gallic Acid (purity 99.50%) was purchased
from Merck [Hohenbrunn, Germany). Methanol,
isopropanol, and water were purchased from
Scharlu (Barcelona, Spain). O-phosphoric acid
was purchased from (Ridel-deHaën, Sigma
Aldrich, Germany. All solvents and additives
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used were of HPLC grade. Acacia arabica bark
was collected from (New Valley, Egypt) and
authenticated by Pharmacognosy Department,
Faculty of Pharmacy, Ain Shams University
(Cairo, Egypt).

extraction yield of gallic acid were investigated.
After the extraction, the suspension was
centrifuged at relative centrifugation force 3743 g
for 10 min. The supernatant was subjected to
HPLC analysis.

2.3. Preparation of standard solutions

2.4.2. Heat Reflux Extraction (HRE)

2.3.1. Gallic acid standard stock solution (1
mg/mL)

An accurately weighed sample (1 g) of the
powdered bark was extracted at 88 °C for (1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, and 7 h) under reflux with 100 mL of 20%
methanol in a round-bottom flask heated in a
water bath. After the extraction, the suspension
was centrifuged at 3743 g for 10 min. The
supernatant was subjected to HPLC analysis.

Gallic acid standard stock solution was
prepared by dissolving accurately weighed 50 mg
gallic acid in the least volume of mobile phase
(methanol: 0.025% o-phosphoric acid, 20:80,
v/v), transferred to the volumetric flask 50 mL
then completed to the mark with mobile phase
2.3.2. Gallic acid standard working solutions
(0.1 mg/ml and 0.01 mg/ml)
Gallic acid standard working solutions (0.1
mg/mL and 0.01 mg/mL) were prepared by
transferring 5 mL and 0.5 mL, respectively, from
the previously prepared standard stock solution to
volumetric flasks 50 mL and completed to the
mark with mobile phase (methanol: 0.025% Ophosphoric acid, 20:80, v/v).
2.4. Extraction techniques
Acacia arabica bark samples were cleaned
manually to remove all foreign materials then
milled, passed through a stainless steel sieve (2040 mesh) and stored at 4 °C until use. Two
conventional extraction techniques as given
below were used for comparison with MAE.
2.4.1. Microwave-Assisted Extraction (MAE)
An accurately weighed sample (1 g) of the
bark powder was mixed with the solvent in a
round-bottom flask. The extraction process was
performed
under
different
experimental
conditions for the optimization of the extraction
parameters.
The
effects
of
methanol
concentration, solid/liquid ratio, irradiation time,
irradiation power and extraction cycles on the

2.4.3. Maceration Extraction (ME)
An accurately weighed sample (1 g) of the
powdered bark was macerated in 100 mL of 20%
methanol for (12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, and 30 h) in
a closed conical flask at room temperature. After
the extraction, the suspension was centrifuged at
3743 g for 10 min. The supernatant was subjected
to HPLC analysis.
2.5. Thermal Stability of Gallic Acid
Two concentration of standard gallic acid (100
and 10 µg/mL in 20% methanol) were subjected
to MAE under the optimum extraction conditions
obtained from the systematic study to determine
its thermal stability. The mean percentage
recoveries and RSD% was calculated.
2.6. HPLC analysis
The mobile phase consisted of 0.025% Ophosphoric acid in water (solution A) and
methanol (solution B). The elution scheme was 05 min, 20% B; 5.1-15 min, increasing gradually
from 50% to 80% B; 15.1-18 min, 20% B. All
analyses were carried at flow rate 1 mL/min and
at room temperature using diode array detector at
272 nm. All solvents were filtered through 0.45
µm membrane filter immediately before use then
degassed in an ultrasonic bath for 15 min.
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Samples were filtered through 0.45 μm syringe
filters before injection into the HPLC.
2.7. HPLC method validation
The proposed HPLC method was validated
according to the International Conference of
Harmonization (ICH) guidelines [23].
2.7.1. Linearity
Accurately measured volumes (0.25-25 mL)
of gallic acid standard working solution (0.1
mg/mL) were transferred into a series of 25 mL
volumetric flasks separately and diluted with the
mobile phase to obtain concentrations of (1, 5,
10, 30, 50, 70 and 100 µg/mL), respectively. The
specified chromatographic conditions were set. A
20 μL of each concentration was injected in
triplicates. The average peak areas were
calculated. The calibration curves relating the
integrated peak area and its corresponding
concentration were constructed and the regression
equations were computed.
2.7.2. Limit of Detection and Limit of
Quantification (LOD and LOQ)
Accurately measured volumes (0.25-2.5 mL)
of gallic acid standard working solution (0.01
mg/mL) were transferred into a series of 25 mL
volumetric flasks separately and diluted with the
mobile phase to obtain concentrations of (0.1,
0.5, 0.7 and 1 µg/mL), respectively. The specified
chromatographic conditions were set. A 20 μL of
each concentration was injected in triplicates. The
average peak areas were calculated. The
calibration curve for LOD and LOQ relating the
integrated peak area and its corresponding
concentration was constructed and the regression
equation was computed. LOD was calculated as
3.3 σ/S while LOQ as 10 σ/S, where σ is the
standard deviation of intercepts and S is the slope
of the calibration curve.
2.7.3. Accuracy
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The pre-analyzed samples of Acacia arabica
bark extract were spiked with extra 50, 100, and
150% of pure gallic acid. The mixtures were
reanalyzed in triplicates by the proposed method.
The mean percentage recoveries and RSD% was
then calculated.
2.7.4. Precision
Three concentrations of pure gallic acid
samples (1, 10, and 100 µg/mL) were analyzed in
triplicates within the same day and for three
successive days in order to determine intra- and
inter-day variation. The mean percentage
recoveries and RSD% was then calculated.
2.7.5. Specificity
Specificity of the method was confirmed by
testing the peak purity of gallic acid peak in
Acacia arabica bark extract.
2.7.6. Robustness
Robustness of the method was done by
introducing small changes in the methanol ratio
(± 2 %), pH (± 0.2), flow rate (± 0.2 min) and
wavelength (± 2 nm). Robustness was studied at a
concentration level of (50 µg/mL). The mean
percentage recoveries and RSD% was then
calculated.
2.7.7. System Suitability Tests (SST)
System suitability test parameters of the
proposed method were calculated on Acacia
arabica bark extract by half height method used
by British pharmacopeia [24].
2.8. Application to Acacia arabica bark extract
analysis
2 mL of the extract supernatant was
transferred to a volumetric flask 25 mL and
diluted with the mobile phase. The specified
chromatographic conditions were set.
3. RESULTS
In this study, the effects of several extraction
parameters (methanol concentration, solid/liquid
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ratio, irradiation time, irradiation power and
extraction
cycles)
were
systematically
investigated to obtain the maximum yield of
gallic acid. The influence of each parameter was
studied by single-factor experiments. The optimal
conditions of MAE were 20% methanol as
solvent, solid/liquid ratio 1:40 (g/mL), irradiation
power 20% and two extraction cycles, 5 min
each. The results of gallic acid thermal stability
under optimum MAE conditions are summarized
(Table 1).

acid from Acacia arabica. The extraction
yields of gallic acid obtained by the three
extraction techniques under their optimum
conditions are summarized (Table 2). The
proposed extraction technique produced a
maximum yield of 10.59 (mg/g) gallic acid in 10
min, which was 1.03 and 1.15 times more
efficient than 6 h of heat reflux and 24 h of
maceration extraction, respectively.
The validation parameters of the proposed
HPLC method and the system suitability testing
data are summarized (Tables 3 & 4).

MAE, HRE and ME techniques were
compared for their extraction efficiency of gallic

Table 1. Thermal stability of standard gallic acid under optimum MAE conditions
Initial Concentration (µg/mL)

Found Concentration a (mg/mL)

Recovery%

100.00
10.00

99.96
9.98

99.96
99.80
99.88 ± 0.11

Mean ± RSD%
an

Average of three determinations

Table 2. Comparison of MAE of gallic acid from Acacia arabica bark with other conventional methods
under optimized conditions

an

Extraction method

Extraction time

MAEb
HREc
MEd

10 min
6h
24 h

Solvent volume
(mL)
80
100
100

Yield (mg/g)

RSD%a

10.58
10.26
9.21

0.28
3.41
17.48

(n=2), b MAE; Microwave-assisted extraction, c HRE; Heat reflux extraction, d ME; Maceration extraction

Table 3. Validation parameters of the proposed HPLC method for analysis of gallic acid
Parameter

Value

Range

1 – 100 µg/mL

Regression equation

y = 62.08x + 2.5178

The correlation coefficient (r)

0.9999

Limit of detection (LOD)

16.08 ng/mL

Limit of quantification (LOQ)

48.73 ng/mL

Accuracy (Mean ± RSD%)

100.36 ± 1.19

Repeatability (RSD%)

0.73

Intermediate precision (RSD%)

1.06

Robustness

100.17 ± 1.27
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Table 4. System suitability testing (SST) data of the proposed HPLC method for analysis of gallic acid in
Acacia arabica bark extract
SST

Value

Reference Value [24]

2616.75

Increase with the efficiency of separation

Resolution (R)

3.67

≥ 1.5

Asymmetry Factor (As)

1.03

As = 1 corresponds for ideal symmetry

Number of theoretical plates (N)

Fig. 1. Effect of different extraction parameters on gallic acid extraction yield from Acacia arabica bark in single-factor
experiments: (A) methanol concentration; (B) L/S ratio; (C) Irradiation time; (D) Irradiation power; (E) Extraction cycles.
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Fig. 2. HPLC chromatogram of Acacia arabica bark extract.

Fig. 3. Calibration curve of gallic acid correlating the pak area to the corresponding concentration of gallic acid (1-100 µg/mL)
using the proposed HPLC method

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Optimization of Microwave-Assisted
Extraction (MAE) parameters
4.1.1. Effect of methanol concentration
In developing any extraction method for
extracting the desired analytes from the sample
matrix, the choice of the most appropriate solvent
is a vital step. The solvent choice for MAE
depends on several factors including the
solubility of the desired analyte, the microwave
absorbing properties of the solvent and the
interaction between the plant matrix and solvent
[25]. The solvents used in MAE should have
(high tan δ value) which means good heating
efficiency under the microwave. Generally,
aqueous methanol and ethanol are good

candidates [26-28]. Methanol has a relatively
higher dissipation factor, which means that it has
a better ability than other solvents to absorb
microwave energy and transform it into heat [29].
Different ratios of methanol-water were tested in
order to determine the effect of methanol
concentration on the extraction yield. The other
extraction parameters were set as follows:
solid/liquid ratio 1:30 (g/mL), irradiation time
5 min, irradiation power 60% and one extraction
cycle.
The yield of gallic acid was greatly influenced
by the aqueous methanol concentration as shown
in (Fig. 1A). 20% of methanol showed higher
yield than absolute methanol. The presence of
some water increases the solubilizing capacity of
the solvent by increasing the relative polarity of
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the solvent and the mass transfer process
[14]. Moreover, water may enhance the swelling
of plant materials, resulting in increasing the
contact surface area between the solvent and
plant matrix [30]. Further increase in methanol
content resulted in significant decreases in
extraction yield. Therefore, 20% of methanol was
chosen to be the optimum extraction solvent.
4.1.2. Effect of solid/liquid ratio
To ensure that the whole sample is immersed,
the solvent volume must be sufficient. Generally,
a higher volume of solvent will increase the
extraction yield in conventional extraction
techniques. In contrast to that in MAE, a higher
solvent volume may give a lower yield [31]. To
investigate the influence of solid/liquid ratio on
the yield of gallic acid, different ratios of
solid/liquid were tested. The rest of the extraction
parameters employed were 20% methanol as the
extraction solvent, irradiation time 5 min,
irradiation power 60% and one extraction cycle.
It can be seen in (Fig. 1B) that the yield of gallic
acid increased with increasing the ratios of
solid/liquid until 1:40 (g/mL) at which the yield
reached its highest value. Further increase in
solid/liquid ratio caused a decrease in yield. This
was probably due to an inadequate stirring of the
solvent when microwaves were applied at larger
volumes. Moreover, a larger volume of solvent
will cause more absorption of microwave energy
and thus sufficient microwave energy may not be
available for facilitating the cell breakage for
effective leaching out of the target analyte [32].
From the above observations, a ratio of 1:40
(g/mL) was considered the optimum.
4.1.3. Effect of irradiation time
It is necessary to select a proper irradiation
time to guarantee completion of the extraction.
Generally, by increasing the extraction time, the
quantity of analytes extracted is increased, but
overexposure may lead to thermal degradation of
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effective constituents [14]. To investigate the effect
of irradiation time on the extraction yield,
different irradiation times were tested. The rest of
the extraction parameters were as follows: 20%
methanol as the extraction solvent, solid/liquid
ratio 1:40 (g/mL), irradiation power 60% and one
extraction cycle.
As confirmed in (Fig. 1C), by increasing
irradiation time, the extraction yield of gallic acid
increased and reached its maximum at 5 min.
Then, the extraction yield decreased with the
extension of the irradiation time. This may be due
to thermal decomposition of gallic acid upon
overexposure to microwaves. Thus, 5 min was
considered as the appropriate irradiation time.
4.1.4. Effect of irradiation power
In order to evaluate the effect of microwave
irradiation power on gallic acid yield, different
microwave irradiation powers were controlled.
The rest of the extraction conditions were as
follows: 20% methanol as the extraction solvent,
solid/liquid ratio 1:40 (g/mL), irradiation time 5
min and one extraction cycle.
As shown in (Fig. 1D), the highest yield was
obtained when 20% of microwave irradiation
power was used. Further increase in power
resulted in a decline in yield. Microwave
irradiation energy disrupts hydrogen bonds,
because of microwave-induced dipole rotation of
molecules and ionic conduction. This enhances
the penetration of the solvent into the matrix,
allowing the dissolution of components to be
extracted [33]. However, at higher power levels,
solvent temperature increases drastically with a
rapid loss in extracting solvent due to evaporation
[16]. Hence, 20% of irradiation power was
chosen as the appropriate microwave irradiation
power.
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4.1.5. Effect of extraction cycles
The effect of successive extractions of the
residue, i.e., extraction cycles, was investigated in
this experiment. Extraction conditions were set at
the optimum parameters obtained so far in the
study: 20% methanol as the extraction solvent,
solid/liquid ratio 1:40 (g/mL), irradiation time
5 min and irradiation power 20%. The residue
was taken back and re-extracted using fresh
solvent each time.
A second successive extraction of the residue
yielded a further 0.76 (mg/g) gallic acid, taking
the final extraction yield to 10.58 (mg/g). This
shows that 92.82% of the extraction was
complete in the first step itself (Fig. 1E). A
successive third and fourth extraction cycles
yielded 0.07 and 0.02 (mg/g) gallic acid,
respectively. To save solvent, energy, and time,
two-cycle extraction was considered enough to
release most of the gallic acid into the solvent.
4.2. Thermal stability of gallic acid
The results showed that the average recovery
of gallic acid at the optimum extraction
conditions was 99.88% with no change in
retention time of gallic acid (2.64 ± 0.03). These
results confirmed the thermal stability of gallic
acid and eliminate the possibility of its thermal
degradation under the optimum extraction
conditions.
4.3. Comparison
techniques

of

different

extraction

In the present study, MAE, HRE, and ME
techniques were compared for their extraction
efficiency of gallic acid from Acacia arabica. In
terms of yield of gallic acid, the best results were
obtained by MAE, which gave higher values. On
extraction time, MAE was significantly the
fastest method with only 10 min of extraction
time.

If the extraction yield obtained from MAE is
to be considered as 100% performance level then,
6 h of heat reflux extraction and 24 h of
maceration can attain 96.88% and 87.05%
performance efficiency (in terms of extraction
yield of gallic acid).
Generally, dried plant samples are used for
extraction. However, minute traces of moisture
still present inside plant cells. Under microwave
effect, this moisture is heated up until
evaporation resulting in great pressure on the cell
wall [34]. The pressure pushes the cell wall from
inside and ruptures it resulting in leaching out of
the active phytoconstituents to the extracting
solvent. Consequently, a higher extraction yield
would be obtained. The main constituent of the
plant cell wall is cellulose. Ether linkages of
cellulose can be hydrolyzed rapidly by higher
temperature obtained by microwave radiation.
This facilitates easy entry of extracting solvents
inside the cellular channels [35-36].
This mechanism of MAE based on exposing
the analytes to the solvent through cell rupture is
different from that of HRE and ME that depends
on a series of permeation and solubilization
processes to bring the analytes out of the matrix
[37].
4.4. HPLC
validation

method

development

and

The mobile phase consisting of methanol:
0.025% o-phosphoric acid in water was tried in
varying ratios. 20% methanol was found to give a
sharp, symmetric, and well-defined peak at
retention time 2.644±0.03 min with good
separation from the other phytoconstituents in the
(Fig. 2). Methanol ratio was increased from 50%
to 80% after separation of gallic acid peak to
accelerate elution of other phytoconstituents and
hence decreasing run time.
Validation parameters of the proposed method
are summarized in (Table 3). The calibration
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curve was constructed in the range of (1-100
µg/mL) (Fig. 3). The regression equation was
computed and found to be A = 62.08C + 2.5178
(r = 0.9999), where, A is the integrated peak area
of gallic acid, C is the concentration in µg/mL
and r is the correlation coefficient. The LOD and
LOQ indicate the adequate sensitivity of the
proposed method. The average recovery obtained
using standard addition technique was 100.36%
with a low value of RSD% (1.19%) indicating the
accuracy of the proposed method for
determination of gallic acid in Acacia arabica
bark extract. There was no interference from
other components in the matrix. The low values
of %RSD (<1.5%) for inter- and intra-day
variation suggest an excellent precision of the
method.
The Purity factor of the gallic acid peak in
Acacia arabica bark extract was found to be
999.935. This confirms the specificity of the
proposed method and the absence of interference
from other phytoconstituents in the extract. The
data presented in (Table 4) showed that the
measured SST parameters are within the limits of
acceptance of British pharmacopeia [24]. The
results of the robustness study showed the
method's capability to remain unaffected by
small, but deliberate variations in method
parameters demonstrating excellent robustness of
the proposed method.
4.5. Study limitations
One of the main limitations of extraction and
analysis process is that both steps work
independently. The collection and cleanup of the
extract from different extraction cycles prior to
analysis are time-consuming. Moreover, analyte
loss or contamination may occur during the
collection and cleanup. These problems can be
improved in future research by coupling the
extraction and analysis in a single step in a
continuous and automatic manner. Besides, in
open vessel MAE, an only single sample can be
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processed in each extraction run, which decreases
the sample throughput. Future research may be
directed toward modification the design of the
microwave extractor so that multiple samples can
be extracted simultaneously.
5. CONCLUSION
An efficient and fast MAE method was
developed for the extraction of gallic acid from
Acacia arabica bark. Gallic acid was directly
quantified by the HPLC method. The optimum
MAE conditions were 20% methanol as the
extraction solvent, solid/liquid ratio 1:40 (g/ml),
two extraction cycles 5 min each under 20%
microwave irradiation power. Compared to
conventional extraction techniques, MAE gave
the best results due to the highest extraction
efficiency within the shortest extraction. Thus,
MAE can be accepted as a potential and powerful
alternative to conventional extraction techniques.
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